Mapping atomistic simulations to mesoscopic models: a systematic coarse-graining procedure for vinyl polymer chains.
The paper introduces a systematic procedure to coarse-grain atomistic models of the largest family of synthetic polymers into a mesoscopic model that is able to keep detailed information about chain stereosequences. The mesoscopic model consists of sequences of superatoms centered on methylene carbons of two different types according to the kind of diad (m or r) they belong to. The corresponding force-field contains three different bonds, six angle and three nonbonded terms. Recently developed analytical potentials, based on sums of Gaussians for bond and angle terms of the mesoscale force field have been used. For the nonbonded part, numerical potentials optimized by pressure-corrected iterative Boltzmann inversion have been used. As test case we coarse-grained an atomistic all-atom model of atactic polystyrene. The proposed mesoscale model has been successfully tested against structural and dynamical properties for different chain lengths and opens the possibility of relaxing melts of high molecular weight vinyl polymers.